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Jungle Picture Books 

Hug by Jez Alborough (E ALB) Bobo the chimp seeks hugs among various jungle animals 

and their young, but he does not get what he wants until he is reunited with his own parent. 

Tall by Jez Alborough (E ALB) Illustrations and just a few words depict how various 

jungle animals help a very little monkey to feel that he is tall. 

Starry Safari by Linda Ashman (E ASH) Bedtime 

becomes a jungle safari until the Big Safari Ranger brings it 

to a halt. 

Nellie’s Knot by Ken James Brown (E BRO) Having 

tied a knot in her trunk to remind herself of something very 

special, a baby elephant can't remember what it is. 

I’m the Scariest Thing in the Jungle! by David G. Derrick, Jr. (E DER) A Bengal 

tiger cub and little crocodile vie for bragging rights about who is the scariest animal in their 

Indian jungle. 

Roar: A Noisy Counting Book by Pamela Duncan Edwards (E EDW) A lion cub's 

roar frightens away other colorful animals, from one red monkey to eight brown gazelles, that he 

wants to come play with him--until he encounters nine other lion cubs. 

Snuggle Up, Sleepy Ones by Claire Freedman (E FRE) As night falls in the jungle, all 

sorts of animals settle down to sleep. 

All Your Own Teeth by Adrienne Geoghegan (E GEO) Stewart wants to be a real 

artist and takes the early morning bus to the jungle to paint wild animals. 

Jamboree Day by Rhonda Gowler Greene (E GRE) All the animals in the jungle have a 

grand time at the annual Jamboree Day. 

A Monkey Among Us by Dave Horowitz (E HOR) Illustrations and brief text follow the 

antics of a mischievous monkey and his animal friends. 

The Adventures of Marco Flamingo in the Jungle by 
Sheila Jarkins (E JAR)  Marco Flamingo celebrates his birthday 

at home with friends such as Whale and Dolphin but his birthday 

wish for adventure is fulfilled by Elephant's invitation to spend a day 

with him in the jungle. 

Jump, Frog, Jump by Robert Kalan (E KAL) A cumulative 

tale in which a frog tries to catch a fly without getting caught itself. 
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The Big Mouthed Frog by Ana Martin 
Larranaga (E LAR) A big wide-mouthed frog asks 

every creature he meets what they like to eat, but when he 

meets a crocodile he doesn't like the crocodile's answer. 

Simply Delicious! By Margaret Mahy (E MAH) A 

resourceful father engages in all kinds of acrobatic moves 

to keep an assortment of jungle creatures from getting the 

double-dip-chocolate-chip-and-cherry ice cream cone he is taking home to his son. 

Matepo by Angela McAllister (E MCA) Through a series of exchanges with the animals 

he meets on his walk through the jungle, Matepo the monkey winds up with the perfect birthday. 

Splash! by Flora McDonnell (E MCD) When the jungle animals are hot, a baby elephant 

has a good solution involving the squirting and splashing of water at the water hole. 

The Lion’s Share by Matthew McElligott (E MCE) Ant is honored to receive an 

invitation to lion's annual dinner party, but is shocked when the other guests behave rudely and 

then accuse her of thinking only of herself. 

Snow Lion by David McPhail (E MCP) Lion, finding the jungle too hot for comfort, visits 

the mountains and falls in love with the cold fluffy white snow that covers the ground there. 

Hippo Goes Bananas by Marjorie Dennis Murray (E MUR) As animals tell one 

another about Hippo's strange behavior, each makes up something terrible to add to the story, 

until they are frightened that Hippo will destroy the Serengeti itself. 

Baby Baboon by Hadithi Mwenye (E MWE) When lazy Leopard 

cannot catch Hare for his dinner, he goes after Baby Baboon instead. 

Ten Monkey Jamboree by Dianne Ochiltree (E OCH) 
Rhyming text and illustrations demonstrate how many monkeys it takes 

to make a tail-tangling, tree-dangling jungle jamboree and how many 

combinations of numbers will add up to ten. 

Bearum Scarum! by Victoria Parker (E PAR) Ten hairy hunters 

set out to catch bear. The hunters are unaware that bear has many 

friends who one by one steal away the hunters until only one remains. 

The Jungle Baseball Game by Tom Paxton (E PAX) The jungle animals enjoy a rousing 

game of baseball. 

What to Do If An Elephant Stands on Your Foot by Michelle Robinson (E ROB) 
Advises the reader on how to handle encounters with various animals in the jungle, where a 

mistake while avoiding one can attract the attention of another. 
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Tiny Little Fly by Michael Rosen (E ROS) With a tramp and a roll and a swat, Great Big 

Elephant, Great Big Hippo, and Great Big Tiger try to capture Tiny Little Fly as he teases each 

one in turn. 

Monkey Truck by Michael H. Slack (E SLA) Monkey Truck comes racing to the rescue 

anytime there is trouble in the jungle. 

If You’re Happy and You Know It Jungle Edition by James Warhola (E WAR) 
Jungle animals sing the verses of this popular song that encourages everyone to express their 

happiness through voice and movement. 

Hippospotamus by Jeanne Willis (E WIL) When a hippopotamus discovers a spot on her 

bottom, it seems every creature in the jungle knows what it is and how to cure it. 

Hilda Must Be Dancing by Karma Wilson (E WIL) None of 

her jungle friends can find Hilda Hippo a quieter, less disruptive 

replacement for dancing, her favorite hobby, until Water Buffalo 

suggests an activity that allows Hilda to express her dance creativity in 

a new way. 

Tiger Trail by Kay Winters (E WIN) Alone a mother tiger cares 

for her two newborn cubs and later teaches them to hunt, swim, and 

care for themselves. 

Deep in the Jungle by Dan Yaccarino (E YAc) After being tricked into joining the  

circus, an arrogant lion escapes and returns to the jungle where he lives peacefully with the 

animals he used to terrorize. 
 

 


